
 It is not uncommon to fi nd the busy practitioner and student overwhelmed by research publications. Vision, in each 

edition will present summaries of certain clinical research topics highlighting some of the most salient points.  

This will aid clinicians and students to keep in touch with the latest developments in eye care and related fi elds.
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INTRODUCTION 
The Maddox rod test is a subjective test that measures heterophorias 
(phorias) and heterotropias (tropias) at far and near fi xation distances. 
Phorias are latent deviations while tropias are manifest deviations. 
This test employs the principle of diplopic projection. The major advantage 
of the Maddox test in tropia diagnosis is that it can measure horizontal, 
vertical and torsional deviations. A single Maddox rod is used to measure 
lateral and vertical deviations while two Maddox rods are used to measure 
torsional deviations.

DIPLOPIC PROJECTION PRINCIPLE

The Maddox rod is a hand-held instrument composed of a red or white parallel 

plano convex cylindrical lens which refracts light rays so that a point source of light 

is seen as a streak of light perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder.  By placing 

a Maddox rod in front of one of the patient’s eye, fusion is disrupted. Consequently, 

the patient perceives two very diff erent images instead of seeing just one three-

dimensional image. 

Diplopic projection is the dissociation of the deviation brought about by 

presenting a red Maddox rod that creates a line (streak) image to one eye and a 

white light to the other eye that creates a image of a round white light. Prisms are 

utilised to superimpose the line image and the white round light image in order to 

measure the angle of deviation. Prisms on the prism bar are gradually increased in 

front of the eye with the Maddox rod until the streak of the light passes (bisects) 

through the round light, indicating the magnitude of the deviation present. A white 

Maddox rod is also available but the reason why the red one is used is because it is 

easier to direct and explain to the patient when superimposing the two targets that 

are dissimilar in form as well as colour.

HOW IS THE SINGLE MADDOX ROD TEST CARRIED OUT?
Equipment required for this test include: red or white Maddox rod, prism bar, 

penlight. The patient wears the best-corrected prescription. While the examination 

room is dimmed, a red Maddox rod is placed in front of the right eye while the 

optometrist holds a penlight, preferably a coaxial light source at 40 cm for near 

measurement or at 6m for distance measurement. 

Figure 1.  Single Maddox rod test. Red Maddox rod and transilluminator used as 
 a l light source. P.Ramkissoon 2015

The Maddox rod is oriented horizontally for lateral deviation measurement and 

vertically for vertical deviation measurement. The patient will perceive a red line 

image for the right eye and a white round light image for the left eye. For horizontal 

deviation measurement, the patient is asked to indicate where the white round 

light is relative to the red vertical line.

Figure 2. Horizontal deviation. Schematic on the left showing ortho, middle 
 schematic showing eso deviation and the right schematic showing 
 exo deviation. P. Ramkissoon, 2015

For an exo deviation (crossed diplopia), the patient will see the red line to left of 

the white round light (that is the patient’s perspective) and for an eso deviation 

(uncrossed diplopia), the patient will see the red line to the right of the white round 

light. If the patient has exo deviation, base-in prism is placed in front of the right 

eye and increased until the vertical line is superimposed with the white light. If the 

patient has eso deviation, base-out prism is placed in front of the right eye and 

increased until the vertical line is superimposed with the white light. Alternatively, 

a tangent scale can be used to quantify the magnitude of the deviation. For vertical 

deviation measurement, the Maddox rod is oriented at 900 in front of the right 

eye while the patient is looking at a penlight. The right eye will see a horizontal 

line while the left eye sees a white round light. The patient is asked to describe 

how the streak is positioned relative to the white round light, does it pass through 

(bisects), is above or below the white round light? If the streak passes through the 

white round light the patient has orthophoria, if the streak passes below the white 

round light the patient has right hypo deviation and if the streak passes above the 

white round light the patient has right hyper deviation. This test on its own cannot 

diff erentiate between a phoria and a tropia. However, if the patient demonstrated 

motor alignment on the unilateral cover test, then the single Maddox rod test is 

a measure of phoria. In addition, patients with manifest strabismus or strabismus 

detected by the unilateral cover test, the single Maddox rod test provides a 

measure of the subjective angle of the strabismus.

Maddox rod test cannot be used in patient’s who have sensory anomalies such 

as suppression and ARC. If the patient has suppression, the light will not be seen 

by the patient. This test cannot be used in a patient with ARC since the angle of 

separation of the images will not correspond to the angle of deviation. 

Figure 3. Vertical deviation measurement. The schematic on top shows ortho, middle
 schematic shows right hypo deviation, bottom schematic shows right hyper
 deviation. P. Ramkissoon, 2015



HOW IS THE DOUBLE MADDOX ROD TEST CARRIED OUT? 

The double Maddox rod test can be used to assess the torsional deviation found 

in cyclophorias and cyclotropias. The double Maddox rod test is done when 

the patient reports seeing objects as tilted. Most trial cases come with only one 

Maddox rod, so you have to purchase an additional one to conduct this test when 

using a trial frame. While some practitioners prefer using two different coloured 

Maddox rods, others prefer using two similar coloured Maddox rods because they 

believe that using two different coloured Maddox rods may produce artifactual 

cyclodeviation measurements. 

Figure 4. Double Maddox rod test. A Maddox rod oriented at 900 is placed in front 
 of each eye of a trial frame. P.Ramkissoon 2015

The room light should be dimmed to enable the penlight to be more visible to 

the patient. Two Maddox rods are placed into the trial frame, one before each eye. 

The Maddox rod is oriented at 900, this means that the cylindrical grooves of the 

Maddox rods are positioned vertically. Each Maddox rod produces a line (streak) 

perpendicular to the cylinder axis. I prefer to use two different coloured Maddox 

rods (one red and one white) which makes it easier for me to explain to the patient 

what I want them to do. The red Maddox rod is placed in the right eye cell of the 

trial frame while the white Maddox rod is placed in the left cell of the trial frame. 

The test is done at distance (6m) and at near (40cm). The patient should see two 

horizontal lines. If the patient sees two horizontal lines that are parallel to each 

other, this means that there is no torsion present. If torsion is present, one eye will 

see the line as horizontal while the other eye sees a line that is obliquely slanted 

or sometimes each eye sees a obliquely slanting line (that is, there are 2 obliquely 

slanting lines present). When one eye sees a slanting line while the fellow eye sees 

a horizontal line, the eye that perceives the obliquely slanting line is the deviating 

eye. The patient is instructed to look at the light source while the optometrist or 

patient rotates the axis knob of the trial frame which enables the Maddox rod 

cylinder to rotate as well until the two lines are horizontal and parallel. The degree 

of deviation and the direction (incyclo/encyclo or excyclo) can be determined by 

the angle of rotation that causes the line images to appear horizontal and parallel. 

The degrees of cyclodeviation is read off from the scale on the trial frame (that is, 

the Maddox rod axis deviating from the 900 mark). The amount that the Maddox 

rod is moved from 90° as well as the direction are noted for example, Right 100 

excyclotorsion. If the top of the Maddox rod is angled “outward,” the patient has 

excyclotorsion. This patient will also see the top of line as slanted outward (that is 

towards the ground). A patient with incyclotorsion/encyclotorsion will see the top 

of the line as slanted “inward” (that is upwards). The magnitude of the prism that 

is placed 900 to the line and increased until the two lines merge is the amount of 

the neutralising prism. Sometimes both Maddox rods have to be adjusted to make 

both lines to appear horizontal and parallel when each eye sees an obliquely-

slanting line. The double Maddox rod test can be repeated for the secondary and 

tertiary positions of gaze. Indications to perform this test include instances of 

overactive or under active oblique extra-ocular muscles.
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Figure 5. Schematic showing, Right excyclotorsion (Image A)  
 and Right incyclotorsion (Image B). P. Ramkissoon, 2015.

CLINICAL PEARLS
• The Maddox rod test conducted in a trial frame or hand-held paddle is  

more advantageous than the test executed behind a phoropter since it  

rules out prism-induced vertical phoria due to a patient’s head tilt behind  

the phoropter. 

• The single and double Maddox rod tests require good vision in both eyes  

and cooperation from the patient for the results to be credible.

• Since accommodative convergence cannot be controlled with the Maddox 

rod test, one should be cognisant of the reliability of this test for horizontal 

deviations. 

• Patient’s head must not be tilted when conducting this test. 

• Patients with long-standing torsion, especially from early childhood maintain 

a constant head tilt to prevent or decrease diplopia. Once the patient’s eyes 

return to the primary gaze position (looking straight ahead), diplopia occurs  

or worsens.

• Double Maddox red test is executed when diplopia cannot be relieved  

with prisms.

• These tests are done when there is complaint of double vision following brain 

stem strokes, head trauma, bilateral superior oblique palsy, post cataract 

surgery after retinal detachment and buckle surgery. 

• To promote the patient’s recognition of the 2 lines created by the Maddox 

rods, it is sometimes necessary to dissociate the lines by placing a small prism 

base-up or base-down in front of 1 eye. 

• High amounts of excyclotorsion suggest bilateral superior oblique palsy.

• The primary function of the superior oblique is incyclotorsion (rotating the 

eye medially); and excyclotorsion (rotating the eye temporally) is the primary 

function for the inferior oblique. Torsion occurs when one of these two 

muscles is either overactive or under active. A superior oblique palsy  

(CN IV palsy) is an example of a possible common diagnosis for a patient  

that exhibits a constant head tilt.

• Torsion cannot be objectively measured by the examiner.

• Strabismus surgeries such as Harada-Ito procedure, SO and IO surgeries and 

offset of vertical recti are considered when prisms do not bring complete relief. 

CONCLUSION
The Maddox rod test is a relatively fast subjective method of measuring 
horizontal, vertical and torsional deviations using a high-powered cylinder 
which is very dissociating (fusion broken) causing both eyes to see two 
different images. 
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